
Your voice has two expressions through your body. There is the outer voice that is the 
one that you make with your vocal cords. It has the power to express Universal 
Consciousness. It allows you to communicate in many different ways. There is also your 
deeper (inner) voice, the Voice of who you truly are, the Voice that resides inside of you, 
the one we often shut down. This is the Voice of Peace, the Voice of Love, the Voice of 
Grace. When we are able to align both Voices through our expression of ourselves into 
the world, our actions anchor into a deep space of love and authenticity.

Both expressions are equally needed on our time on Earth... We use one to connect 
with others, with the world at large. The other is an aspect of our experience of Soul 
within the limits of our skin, the one we use to expand our internal voices with. 

Take the time now, as you choose to slow down, to step away from too many 
electronics, from too much time on social media, to connect with that deeper Voice 
within, so that when you use your external Voice, the depth of clarity you seek, naturally 
flows through you. Time for Self inquiry will lead you to your voice. So will journaling. So 
will asking yourself the following questions in the Stillness of your inquiry. Gather paper 
and pen and allow your Heart to empty itself. 

When was the last time I connected with my inner Voice?

What did it say then?

Do I consciously or unconsciously shut down my own Voice, my own Self?

And as you spend time with your inner Voice, begin to inquire about your passions, 
because often the two walk side by side.

What am I passionate about?
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DAY 3- CONNECTING WITH OUR VOICES & OUR PASSIONS.

PRACTICE OF THE DAY



What makes my Heart beat with great love for life?

What makes me feel excited and vibrant?

What floods my Heart with great joy?

Joy is a feeling that often is connected with our passion. Passions are things, actions, 
practices that we love, that make us feel good, vibrantly alive and inspired by life. 
Connect with your passions, make one commitment to yourself to pursue your 
passion(s) this week, and the next... What would you do? 

How can you give yourself permission to pursue what you love? 

Is there one small or large thing that you can do right now, which will lead you towards 
living from a place of passion more consistently in your life?

I would like to invite you to further connect with the inner space of joy and gratitude. 
Anchoring into Gratitude will propel our journey in leaps and bounds. Gratitude within 
our bodies is an inner space of deep nourishment, it is positive in it’s nature, it is a 
space that has already been fulfilled, it is a place of being supported, it is a space of 
inner grace. So if we can tap int that space… the one that knows has the best interest of 
our Hearts, the one that knows we are guided and protected even if we don’t see it yet, 
the one that knows the space of thankfulness always basks in freedom and we carry it 
all within the boundaries of our skin.  So before we carry on and begin to dismember our 
selves to recreate ourselves I invite you to write 7 things (or inner spaces) of Gratitude:

(Please keep this list with you, or at hand and read it on a daily basis. Perhaps to start 
your day, or perhaps to end your day. )
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